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By Lindsay Childs

American Mathematical Society, United States, 2000. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This book studies Hopf algebras over valuation rings of local fields and their
application to the theory of wildly ramified extensions of local fields. The results, not previously
published in book form, show that Hopf algebras play a natural role in local Galois module
theory.Included in this work are expositions of short exact sequences of Hopf algebras; Hopf Galois
structures on separable field extensions; a generalization of Noether s theorem on the Galois
module structure of tamely ramified extensions of local fields to wild extensions acted on by Hopf
algebras; connections between tameness and being Galois for algebras acted on by a Hopf algebra;
constructions by Larson and Greither of Hopf orders over valuation rings; ramification criteria of
Byott and Greither for the associated order of the valuation ring of an extension of local fields to be
Hopf order; the Galois module structure of wildly ramified cyclic extensions of local fields of degree
$p$ and $p^2$; and, Kummer theory of formal groups. Beyond a general background in graduate-
level algebra, some chapters assume an acquaintance with some algebraic number theory. From
there, this exposition serves as...
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This book is definitely not easy to get going on reading through but extremely exciting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I am pleased to explain how here is the finest book i actually have read inside my individual daily life and may be he best book for ever.
-- Mr s. Ellie Yost II--  Mr s. Ellie Yost II

Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V
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